
 

 

PARTICIPANT LIABILITY RELEASE FORM 

I, _______________________________ understand that this work entails a risk of 
physical injury and often involves hard physical labor, heavy lifting and other strenuous 
activity; and that some activities may take place on ladders and building framing other 
than ground level. I certify that I am in good health and physically able to perform this 
type of work. 

I understand that I am engaging in this project at my own risk. I understand that this is 
a "grass roots" activity to support individuals adversely affected by 
disaster. I assume all risk and responsibility for any damage or injury to my property or 
any personal injury, which I may sustain while involved in this project and related 
medical costs and expenses. 

In the event that my supervising disaster organization arranges accommodations, I 
understand that it is not responsible or liable for my personal effects and property and that 
it will not provide lock up or security for any items. I will hold it harmless in the event of 
theft or for loss resulting from any source or cause. I further understand that I am to abide 
by whatever rules and regulations may be in effect for the accommodations at that time. 

By my signature, for myself, my estate and my heirs, I release, discharge, indemnify and 
forever hold (name of disaster program), together with its officers, agents, servants and 
employees, harmless from any and all causes of action arising from my participation in 
this project, and travel or lodging associated therewith, including any damages which may 
be caused by its negligence. 

Signature Date 

City      STATE                          ZIP 

Phone ______________________________ 
Witness Organization or church name: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEDICAL INFORMATION FOR INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEER} 

(Every Volunteer Needs to Fill Out This Form) Please complete the following and give to mission 

leader. MISSION TEAM LEADER SHOULD RETAIN THIS FORM ON SITE TO USE IN CASE OF 

EMERGENCY. 

Name______________________________________________Dates of mission trip _________ 

Blood type

 

1. Information about any prescriptions I use: Use back if necessary 

2. I am allergic to: 

 

3. Name of contact person 
a. Street Address 

4. City                                              phone______________________ 
5. My health insurance company is 

 
a. Policy number 

 

6. Physical limitations or concerns; 

7. I am diabetic: Yes No 

8. I have a history of seizures;  Yes No 

9. Please provide other helpful health information: 

10. I consider myself healthy enough to fulfill my responsibilities on the mission team. 

Yes No 

I, (volunteer's signature), 

authorize (team leader) to consent to any necessary examination, anesthetic, medical diagnosis, 

surgery, or treatment and/or hospital care rendered under the general supervision and on the advice of 

any physician or surgeon licensed to practice medicine by the state in which they practice, during the 

duration of the trip identified above and further authorize the release Of medical information from my 

personal medical records for the following purpose: 

but I do not give permission for any other use or re-disclosure of this information. 

 

 

 



IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW 

ABOUT DISASTER SPIRITUAL AND EMOTIONAL CARE 

 

Tips for Response Teams 

1. We are guests in the homes of those we help. 

• We represent Christ's church and agree to uphold the highest standards of Christian 
witness and the trust placed in the United Methodist Church. 

• We behave as we would when invited to anyone's home. 

• Remember that cultural and regional customs differ. 

2. Be very aware of your own behavior, including the volume of your speech or laughter. 

• Laughter or loud talk may seem appropriate for the conversations you are having in one 
part of the site but very inappropriate for others at the site who are hurting and may hear 
you. 

3. Confidentiality is vital to providing a sense of emotional and spiritual safety for survivors. 

• By agreeing to volunteer on an ERT, you agree to hold the stories about disaster 
survivors with complete respect for the survivors. While this means that some of the 
most compelling stories you encounter must be held in confidence, we must not re-
victimize survivors by sharing sensitive information or information that will identify the 
survivors. An exception may be made if survivors offer specific permission to tell their 
stories but those stories must still be handled with care. If you tell a story, it is important 
to state that the survivors asked you to share their story. 

• It can be very difficult for people to ask for help. You may know people and families 
that you help. Golden rule: How would you want to be treated if you were asking for 
help? 

• You may see behavior that is upsetting or disturbing. At an appropriate time, you may 
be invited to debrief your experiences in a formal, closed and confidential setting 
endorsed by your disaster response coordinator. 

• Important exception: If you encounter someone who threatens to harm themselves or 
someone else or if you suspect a child, youth or vulnerable adult is being abused or 
neglected, you are required to report that to the proper officials. You are still required to 
refrain from telling this information to others in the community. 

4. Don't make any promises. 

• Don't imply any help for survivors unless you know that you can provide that 
help immediately. For example: 

o You probably do know that you personally and immediately can offer survivors 
the help you are offering at that moment (muck out, tarping, etc.) or a phone 
number where they can call for more information. 

o You probably do not know that you personally and immediately can provide 
help for survivors such as donations, financial assistance, etc. 

5. When in doubt, REFER. 

• If you are concerned about someone's behavior or emotional state, contact the mental 
health resources designated by the conference disaster response officials. Know who you 
would call before you enter the site. 

6. Our ministry here is primarily a ministry of presence. 

• They will know we are Christians by our love. Religious or faith talk is appropriate if the 
survivor initiates the conversation. 

• Be aware that you may encounter persons from other faiths. Ask yourself, "Would I want 
someone of another faith to try to impose their beliefs upon me — especially if I had just 
been severely traumatized?" 

 



7, Other important "Things to Say" and "Things NOT to say"... 
• Know that survivors may say things that are disturbing— Our 
job at this time is to support survivors by listening, accepting 
intense emotions and validating feelings. (Validating feelings 
isn't the same as agreeing with them.) It is not our job to correct 
or give advice. 

• Don't criticize expressions of grief; there is no such thing as an 
abnormal expression of grief. Survivors may blame themselves 
when there doesn't appear to be any reason to do so, but imposing 
our values on others by chastising them for the way they feel will 
not help. 

Thinqs to Sav when working with disaster survivors 

"l am so very sorry" or "I'm so sorry this happened to you." 
"My heart is with you." 
"You will be in my prayers" or "My prayers are with you." 

"l can see this is hard for you." 

"1 can see how you might feel that way." 

Thinqs NOT to  when workinq with disaster survivors 

'It'll take time, but you'll get over it." 

"Try to be strong for your children.' 

"It was God's will," or "This was meant to happen," or "There was a 
reason for this." 

"You're lucky it wasn't worse," or "It could have been worse," or "It was 
just stuff that you lost." 

"You can always have another child." 

"You're still young— you'll find someone else.' 

"This will make you stronger," or "Don't cry." 

"Try not to think about it.' 

"You should hear what happened to me." 

"God needed them more than we did." 

"It's time to move on." 

"You shouldn't feel this way." 

"l know how you feel." (Don't try to tell them that you understand or that 

you know how they feel. You do not. Even if you have been a 

disaster victim yourself, each person's loss is unique.) 

7. DO Say/Don't say 

• Verify  

    
• Don't criticize their grief 
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